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a database connection string uses an odbc data source
name. the database connection string is often referred
to as a connection string, because it contains
information about the connection to the database. the
connection string includes a database name and the
user name and password of the database user. the
connection string also contains parameters that control
the behavior of the connection. the latest version of
advantage database server is 11.5. advantage
database server 11 is still the most used version of
advantage database server. advantage database server
11 provides a database recovery solution for the
backup of databases, and an offline data recovery
solution for the recovery of damaged data during a
transaction failure. it also provides an operation failure
recovery solution for the recovery of the system after a
system failure. advantage database server 11 is also a
stable and reliable database server. the easiest way to
install advantage database server 11 is to download
the setup for advantage database server 11 from the
advantage support website. after downloading the
setup, a window will pop up automatically, which
guides you step by step through the process of setting
up advantage database server 11. after setting up, you
can click on the advantage db server 11
knowledgebase link to get more information about
advantage database server 11. to install advantage
database server 11 in the operating system of your
choice, please refer to the user guide provided by the
advantage support website. the possibility to create a
cryptographic key pair in a database server is not a
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new topic. but this feature can be used to a very
effective way to protect secrets or to make some
operations guaranteed against attackers. if one or more
users need to use some secret, they have the
possibility to encrypt or store them in a database
server. but all of this is in the same database server
and it is very easy to extract that secrets from the
database. by using cryptographic keys, it is not possible
to extract information from the database. the
cryptographic keys are created outside of the database
and stored in the database server itself.
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